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Versão em inglês do artigo em finlandês para Ankkuri!
Are we part of solution or part of the problem regarding conquering international market
share?
In March, 2012, China Development Bank announced 1 Billion USD Fund to promote
cooperation between China and Portuguese Speaking Countries.
In November, 2011, Brazil announced a 5 billion USD credit line to Angola.
In February, 2012, H.E. Mr. Jyrki Katainen (Prime Minister of Finland) visited Brazil with the
second ever largest delegation of Finland abroad.
In March, 2012, H.E. Mr. Alexander Stubb (Finnish Minister of Foreign Affairs) visited USA with
innovative companies looking for funding.
So where is the action going on? Yes, it is crystal clear the action is in the combination of
exploiting the international markets and the architecture of funding. Any decision maker in
Finland, or anywhere else, or is seriously committed in exploiting new markets and/or
exploiting new funding architectures for Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) and so is part of
the solution otherwise belongs to the old paradigm and he/she part of the problem.
A member of INTERNATIONAL MIND in FINLAND (IMiF) identified that in Azores there is a huge
funding opportunity for SMEs. Mr. Miguel Sequeira, from APIA (public agency of Azores
responsible for investment), informed there is still a huge amount available from the 970
Million EUROS for the period that ends at 31.12.2012, dedicated for SMEs. This means that the
SMEs of the Kymenlaakso can benefit from those funds if they identify the correct
organizational geometry linking Finland/Azores and international markets. It makes total sense
to promote a mission to Azores to check locally how to benefit from those funds available. A
reverse trip from Azores to Kymenlaakso so Azorean SMEs would establish here in the region it
is important as well. I think that the Kymenslaakso organizations more liked to benefit from
those funds (a mixtures of grants, soft loans and credit) are the ones related with Renewable
Energy & Materials, ICT, Games (excluding violent games), Education and those that are in the
phase of intergeneration transaction.
This is clear example of knowledge sharing. There is in Azores an immense capital available
unknown for almost of all SMEs looking for capital, however, available for the organizations
from Kymenslaakso. I conclude with the words of His Royal Highness Prince Haakon, last
January at BI – Norwegian Business School, in the presentation of the book A Knowledge
Based Norway said "Knowledge and competence increase when we share with others. Herein
lies the real power of renewal in society and the basis for our future creation of value"
http://fi.linkedin.com/in/marcosuomi
teamneurs@gmail.com
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